SAMPLE ITINERARY
“Zambezi Tigerfish”
(Please note: Itinerary is subject to revision due to changes in flight schedules, weather and other operational factors. Be
sure to have your valid passport).
Day One

USA-JOHANNESBURG
Plan to arrive at the airport no later than 3 hours prior to departure.
(Please advise flight schedule)
On arrival, you’ll be greeted by FishQuest!’s local representative and transferred to the Sandton Hotel. The afternoon is
free to recover from travel fatigue and jet lag. Overnight.
World renowned for its superior accommodation and service, the Sandton Sun Hotel is one of Johannesburg's most well
known landmarks. With its convenient situation in the heart of the Central Business District of Sandton, this luxury hotel is
easily accessible from the Johannesburg OR Tambo Airport, Johannesburg city centre and Pretoria.
Dining recommendation: Vilamoura Restaurant at Hotel.
Day Two

JOHANNESBURG-LUSAKA-CHIAWA SAFARI CAMP
This morning you’ll enjoy a delicious breakfast after which you’ll be transferred to the Johannesburg International Airport
for the flight to Lusaka.
Johannesburg-Lusaka
(Flight schedule to be advised)
On arrival in Lusaka, you’ll board your separate charter flight to Jeki Airstrip by the camp.
Lusaka-Chiawa
(Flight schedule to be advised)
On arrival you’ll be met by a camp representative who will ground transfer you to the camp. Overnight.

Day Three through Day Eight
LOWER ZAMBEZI RIVER – CHIAWA CAMP
Savor the full essence of an African safari – watching elephants, hippos, lions and other big game amid the stunning
backdrop of the Zambezi River. Anglers can enjoy full days fishing for the legendary tigerfish, whose jarring strikes,
lightning runs and acrobatic leaps challenge light-tackle and fly enthusiasts. There is a boat and guide reserved for you.
Midday lunch breaks provide a nice respite from the sun and a chance to rest up before afternoon activities. Dinners will
consist of a blend of western and local cuisine cooked up to satisfy even the hungriest of adventures. After dinner, all can
take part in evening safari game drives, or simply relax in camp. Overnight at lodge.
Day Nine

CHIAWA CAMP- JOHANNESBURG-USA
This morning you’ll be transferred to Jeki Airstrip for our charter flight to Lusaka. In Lusaka you will connect with your flight
to Johannesburg. In Johannesburg, connect with your flight home.
Camp-Lusaka
(Flight schedule to be advised)
Lusaka-Johannesburg
(Flight schedule to be advised)
Johannesburg-USA
(Please advise flight schedule) (next day arrival)
continued

Day Ten

ARRIVE USA
Upon arrival in USA, after clearing customs and immigration, check in for your connecting flight home.
(Please advise flight schedule)
NOTE: A VALID PASSPORT IS REQUIRED FOR ENTRY INTO SOUTH AFRICA
ZAMBIAN TOURIST VISA WILL BE ISSUED UPON YOUR ARRIVAL IN LUSAKA
CONFIRM FLIGHTS 72 HOURS PRIOR TO DEPARTURE
CHECK IN AT LEAST 3 HOURS PRIOR TO INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS; 2 HOURS FOR DOMESTIC FLIGHTS

